
Thursday  
February 23

15:00  Welcome  
 bernhard siegert (Weimar)

secTion i Friedrich balke (bochum)

15:30  dorothee Kimmich (Tübingen)
 Vagueness: similarity as Paradigm  
 in cultural Theory

16:30  Peter berz (berlin) 
 erscheinen! Fighting for the Phenotype

17:30 Break

secTion ii Maria Muhle (Munich)

18:00  Michael T. Taussig (new york)
 Why donkeys are dumb 

20:00  Dinner | Erbenhof
 (Brauhausgasse 10, Weimar)

Friday 
February 24

secTion iii  Markus Krajewski (basel)

09:00  Tobias döring (Munich) 
 Glass acts: dealing with dangerous Mirrors

10:00  stephan Kammer (Munich) 
 copying Genius: dangerous Mimesis  
 in sturm und drang 

11:00 Break

11:30  uwe Wirth (Giessen)
 Poetic Paperwork: cut and Paste  
 as Grafting

12:30  Lunch | Versilia
 (Frauentorstr. 17, Weimar)

secTion iV  Monika dommann (Zürich)

14:00  alexandra stara (London)
 The radicality of Mimesis:  
 Towards a Proposition for contemporary  
 architecture 

15:00  eva von engelberg-dočkal (Weimar)
 dangerous architecture: reconstruction 
 and historicising building as a Threat

16:00 Break

secTion V Lorenz engell (Weimar) 

16:30  Lisa Gotto (cologne)
 bits and bugs: distributed Mimesis  
 as digital default 

17:30  christiane Voss (Weimar)
 dioramatic Mimesis 
 
19:00  Conference Dinner

saTurday 
February 25
secTion Vi  helga Lutz (Weimar)

09:30  Michael hutter (berlin)
 alberti-Windows, Gersaint-catalogues  
 and Warhol-Flowers: historical interplays  
 between creation and innovation in  
 aesthetic Games

10:30 Break

11:00  evonne Levy (Toronto) 
 Jesuit Mimesis: Three approaches

12:00  ralph dekoninck (Louvain-la-neuve)
 Mimesis and  / or invention:  
 The Quarrel about the Quarrel of the  
 ancients and the Moderns

 Copycat. Dealing with Dangerous Mimesis aims at 
re-assessing mimesis as a cultural technique. 
against modernity’s self-description as an essentially 
a-mimetic cultural and social formation the sym- 
posium will track down mimetic practices as consti-
tutive functions of culture and sociality in contem-
porary practices of pictorial representation, in 
accessing and using symbolic forms (manifested in 
cross-media processes as diverse as copying,  
citing, paraphrasing, sampling, serializing, montage 
and remake), in reenactment, anthropotechnical 
and intercultural transfers and appropriations.

From February 23 – 25, 2017 the dFG-research unit 
Media and Mimesis is holding its first international 
symposium. The conference, which takes place  
in the Goethe-nationalmuseum in Weimar will also 
mark the completion of the first three-year research 
period of this cooperation of scholars based at  
the universities of Weimar, bochum, Munich, Frank-
furt am Main, basel and Zürich. Funding for the  
research unit is provided by the German research 
Foundation (dFG) and the swiss national science 
Foundation (snF).*

 copycat  
dealing with dangerous Mimesis 
international symposium 

* The event is open to the public,  
with advance registration requested 
(mum@medien.uni-weimar.de).

dFG-Forschergruppe  
Medien und Mimesis (For 1867)
bauhaus-universität Weimar 
bauhausstraße 11
99423 Weimar

T  +49 (0) 3643 – 58 39 13
F  +49 (0) 3643 – 58 39 11

mum@medien.uni-weimar.de 
www.fg-mimesis.de

dFG-research unit  
Media and Mimesis

February 23 – 25,  2017
Festsaal | Goethe-nationalmuseum, 
Frauenplan 1, d - 99423 Weimar

www.fg-mimesis.de
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